Abstract -With reference to a distributed system consisting of nodes connected by a local area network, we present a new formulation of the password capability paradigm that takes advantage of techniques of symmetric-key cryptography to represent password capabilities in memory. We assign a cryptographic key to each application; the password capabilities held by a process of a given application are encrypted by using the key of this application. Passwords are associated with object types; two or more objects of the same type, which are allocated in the same node, share the same set of passwords. Our password capability paradigm preserves all the advantages concerning simplicity in access right representation and administration (distribution, verification, review and revocation) that characterize the classical paradigm, while keeping the memory requirements for password storage low, and solving the problems connected with password capability stealing and forging.
INTRODUCTION
Let us refer to a distributed system consisting of nodes connected by a local area network.
We shall make no hypothesis concerning the network topology. In each node, the processor supports the two usual execution modes, a kernel (privileged) mode and a user (non-privileged) mode with memory access limitations. A memory management system is deputed to virtual to physical address translation, forcing separation between the kernel space and the user spaces.
Capability-based addressing
An important problem in a system of this type is the representation of access rights in memory. A classic solution is based on the concept of a capability [15] . This is a pair (G, AR), where G is the identifier of a protected object, and AR is a set of access rights on this object.
The capability makes it possible to access the object identified by G to perform the operations corresponding to the access rights specified by AR. Object identifiers are unique system-wide; it is never the case that two objects exhibit the same identifier, even if these objects are hosted in different nodes.
The segregation problem
A salient problem of capability-based addressing techniques is capability segregation in memory. This is necessary to prevent a process from tampering an existing capability to alter its access right field in view of an illegitimate amplification of access rights, for instance, or even to cause the capability to reference a different object. Segregation will also preclude processes from forging new capabilities from scratch.
Several solutions have been proposed for the segregation problem [5] , [25] . Special objects, which we shall call the capability objects, can be reserved for capability storage (in contrast, data objects will contain ordinary data items) [6] , [12] . This approach is subject to object proliferation. Processes must adhere to a complicated memory structure complying with a hierarchical object organization in which one or more capability objects are reserved to contain the capabilities for other capability and data objects, and the data objects form the lowest level in the hierarchy. Even the simplest data structure should include at least one capability object and one data object. In a distributed system, this implies that the transfer of the data structure to a different node must be preceded by the marshalling of its component objects to linear form. In the recipient node, the data structure will be unmarshalled to reconstruct its hierarchical composition.
In a different approach, capability segregation takes advantage of a tagged memory system.
In this approach, a one-bit tag is associated with each memory cell to identify the cells reserved to contain a capability [1] , [2] , [11] . The usual machine instructions for data processing are destined to fail if they are executed on a memory cell tagged to contain a capability; instead, a cell of this type can only be accessed by using a set of special instructions, the capability instructions, aimed at capability processing. Tag-based capability segregation needs an ad-hoc memory system aimed at supporting cell tags, e.g., in a 64-bit primary memory, the size of a memory cell is 65 bits. This is contrary to hardware standardization [18] . Complications ensue in secondary memory management from the necessity to transfer the tags as part of each memory swapping activity. In a distributed memory system, when an information item is moved between two network nodes, the corresponding tags should be transferred, too.
The revocation problem
Capabilities can be freely copied, possibly with reduced access rights; an action of this type grants an access permission to the capability recipient. Indeed, ease of access right transfers is a salient aspect of capability-based addressing environments. In turn, a process that receives a capability is free to transmit this capability further. In a distributed system, capability proliferation in memory is exacerbated by the possibility that copies of the same capability spread on different nodes.
A related problem is that of capability revocation [9] . The original owner of a given capability should be in a position to revoke the existing copies of that capability from the respective recipients. Revocation should extend to all subsequent copies, recursively. Several solutions have been proposed to the revocation problem. A reference monitor can be associated with a protected object to manage all the access rights for that object [21] . Capabilities can be shortlived, so that the access permission granted by a given capability needs to be periodically renewed [14] . A propagation graph can be associated with a given capability to keep track of all copies of that capability [9] . These solutions tend to subvert the main characteristic of capability-based addressing systems, i.e. simplicity in access right distribution. In a distributed system, the propagation graph extends beyond the boundaries of the node that contains the original capability, for instance. Complex message exchanges across the network will be necessary for the periodical renewal of capabilities, or, in the presence of a reference monitor, to consult the monitor at each object access.
Stolen capabilities
The validity of a given capability is independent of the process that holds this capability.
It follows that a process that steals a capability can take advantage of this capability, to access the object it references illegitimately. This is a serious security problem of capability based addressing systems.
It should be clear that the extent of a stolen capability may extend well beyond the object referenced by that capability. In a system that segregates capabilities into capability objects, let us consider a capability that references a capability object, for instance. A process that steals this capability will be in a position to access all the objects referenced by the capabilities contained in that capability object. This is true even if the stolen capability grants a read-only access permission for the capability object [21] .
Password capabilities
Password capabilities are an important improvement to the classical capability concept [4] , [10] , [19] . In a protection system based on password capabilities, one or more passwords are associated with each protected object. In a possible approach, each password corresponds to a subset of all the access rights defined for that object by its type. A password capability is a pair (G, w), where G is an object identifier and w is a password. If a match exists between w and one of the passwords of object G, then the password capability grants the access rights associated with the matching password on G.
Password capabilities are protected from forging by the password size; for large passwords, the probability of guessing a valid password is vanishingly low [3] . It follows that password capabilities can be freely mixed in memory with ordinary data items, and consequently, they represent a valid solution to the segregation problem.
In a password capability environment, high memory costs follow from the necessity to maintain a set of passwords for each object. This is especially true if objects are small-sized [8] , and if several passwords are associated with each given object. Passwords are a viable solution to the revocation problem. If we modify one or more passwords of a given object, we invalidate all the password capabilities expressed in terms of these passwords (it will be no longer possible to use these password capabilities to access the object they reference).
The validity of a password capability extends system-wide. A process that steals a valid password capability from the legitimate owner will be in a position to exercise all the access permissions granted by that capability on the referenced object. With respect to classical capabilities, this problem is exacerbated by the lack of capability segregation in memory. Storage of password capabilities in the stack and heap memory areas results in occasions for application of well-known techniques for data stealing [20] , [24] , for instance.
In this paper, we present a new formulation of the password capability paradigm that improves the classical paradigm in many respects. From now on, we shall use the term p-capability to refer to our new paradigm, while reserving the term password capability to denote the classical paradigm.
We take advantage of techniques of symmetric cryptography in the representation of pcapabilities in memory. To this aim, we assign a cryptographic key, called the application key, to each application. An application is the result of the execution of one or more closely related, cooperating processes that are possibly allocated on different network nodes. All the processes of the same application are considered mutually trustworthy. In sharp contrast with the classical password capability paradigm, which associates passwords with objects, we associate passwords with object types, and we reserve different sets of passwords for the same type in different nodes.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces our protection model with special reference to the encrypted form of p-capabilities in memory and the transformation of p-capabilities between plaintext and ciphertext. Section 3 introduces a small set of primitives, the protection primitives, which form the interface of the protection system to user processes. Section 4 discusses our p-capability paradigm from a number of salient viewpoints, which include p-capability stealing and forging, the review and revocation of access permissions, and the memory requirements for password storage. Section 5 gives concluding remarks.
THE PROTECTION MODEL
Let us refer to a local area network consisting of up to 2 d nodes. The memory system distributed over the network nodes gives physical support to a protected environment based on typed objects and access rights. Up to 2 g objects can be supported. The g-bit global identifier G = (M, GL) of a given object consists of the d-bit name M of the node where that object is allocated, and a (g -d)-bit local identifier GL of the object in that node. An object created in a given node is never moved to a different node. It follows that the node name portion of the global identifier of a given object allows us to determine the present network location of that object. (On the other hand, as will be shown shortly, it is possible to create a copy of an existing object, and the copy may well be allocated in a different node.)
An object type T is defined as a set of values that can be assumed by the objects of that type, a set of operations R0, R1, … that operate on these values, and a set of access rights AR0, AR1,…. The type definition associates the operations with the access rights, so that each given operation is made possible by possession of an access permission expressed in terms of one or more access rights. In all object types, access right AR0 is the OWN access right that includes all access rights, and access right AR1 is the COPY access right that, if applied to a given object, makes it possible to create copies of that object.
P-capabilities
A set of one or more passwords is associated in each node with each object type. Each password corresponds to one or more access rights. In the following, for the given object type, we shall denote the i-th password associated with this type in node M by wM,i. The password corresponding to access right OWN will be called the owner password and will be denoted by wM,OWN. We wish to remark that passwords are specific to the node; if objects of a given type are allocated in different nodes, a set of passwords is reserved for that type in each of these nodes.
A p-capability is a pair (G, w) where G is a global object identifier and w is a password.
Let T be the type of object G, and suppose that this object is allocated in node M. If a match exists between w and the one of the passwords associated with T in M, say password wM,i, then p-capability (G, w) grants the access rights corresponding to wM,i on the object identified by G.
P-capabilities are never stored in memory in plaintext. Instead, they are protected from tampering by a form of symmetric-key cipher. As seen in Section 1, the protection system associates a cryptographic key, the application key, with each application. The key of a given application is shared by all the processes that form this application, and is stored in each node that hosts one of these processes, in the memory area of the protection system.
Let G = (M, GL) be the global identifier of a given object, where M is the name of the node storing G, and GL is the local identifier of G in M. Furthermore, let A be an application, let kA be the key of this application, and let w be a password. Figure 1 shows the transformation of p-
Quantity V is called the validation field and is obtained by encrypting pair (GL, w) using a symmetric-key cipher and key kA. The cipher should guarantee a careful mixing of the bits of GL and w, so that in V it will be impossible to separate the part corresponding to GL from the part corresponding to w. It should be noted that, in the transformation of (G, w) to C = (M, V), node name M is not encrypted. Figure 2 shows the reverse transformation of p-capability C = (M, V) to plaintext. Application key kA is used to convert validation field V to plaintext pair (GL, w). Let T be the type of object G = (M, GL). Quantity w is compared with the passwords in the set ST of passwords associated with type T in node M. If a match is found and w is the matching password, then pcapability C is valid and grants the access rights associated with w on object G.
As seen previously, different sets of passwords are associated with the given type T in different nodes. On the other hand, an object that was allocated in a given node is never moved to a different node. This means that the passwords granting access permission to a given object never change. When process pA of application A creates object G of type T in node M, a pcapability C = (M, V) is generated for the new object. This p-capability contains node name M.
The validation field is obtained by encrypting the local object name GL and the owner password wM,OWN associated with T in M; the encryption key is the key kA of application A.
We wish to remark that the key used to encrypt p-capabilities is application-specific. This 
is an important security measure against the stealing of p-capabilities; this issue will be discussed in detail in subsequent Section 4.1.
THE PROTECTION PRIMITIVES
The protection system defines a set of primitives, the protection primitives, aimed at pcapability processing (Table I) . Execution of a protection primitive is completely accomplished within the boundaries the node where this primitive is issued (the current node), or, for a few primitives, it can imply cooperation with a different node. This will be the case for a primitive involving a given object, which is issued in a node that does not store this object. All primitives can be fully implemented at software level by system routines. In fact, our protection system does not rely on ad-hoc hardware inside the processor or the memory management system; instead, it is designed for a distributed system whose nodes exhibit a conventional architecture.
Each node should include the traditional support for the two processor modes, kernel (privileged) and user (non-privileged). Furthermore, the kernel address space should be separated from the user spaces, as is necessary to support storage of cryptographic keys and passwords in reserved memory areas of the protection system. Of course, the protection primitives will be executed at kernel level in the privileged state, to have access to these reserved memory areas.
In the rest of this section, we shall present the protection primitives and the actions involved in the execution of each of them. To simplify the presentation, we shall omit details concerning the protocols for inter-node communications (e.g. message encryption, and the message routing algorithms), as well as the usual security measures in these communications (e.g. prevention of forms of replay attack) [7] , [22] . , w) . Quantity w is compared with the passwords in the set S T of passwords associated with the type T of object G in node M. If a match is found, C is valid, and it grants the access rights associated with the matching password on G.
Object allocation and deletion
A first example of a protection primitive is the C ← newObject(T) primitive. Its execution in node M allocates an object of type T in the primary memory of this node and returns a pcapability for the new object. This p-capability specifies access right OWN, that is, it includes the password wM,OWN of type T that corresponds to this access right in node M. Let A be the application of the process executing newObject(), and let kA be the key of this application. Execution of this primitive is completely accomplished in node M, and is as follows:
A primary memory area is reserved in node M for the new object.
A new local object identifier GL is generated.
Key kA is used to convert pair (GL, wM,OWN) to ciphertext quantity V (see Figure 1) . Node name M is paired with V to obtain p-capability C = (M, V). This p-capability is returned to the caller.
At point 2, let us hypothesize that the size of a local object identifier is so large that identifier reuse is never necessary. In this hypothesis, a simple method to generate a local object identifier is a sequential allocation, as follows. Each node maintains an object counter that, at any given time, contains the local identifier of the object to be allocated next at that time. The object counter is initialized to 0, and is incremented by 1 after creation of a new object. We wish to remark that newObject() can only be used to create an object in the primary memory of the node where this primitive is issued; it is impossible to take advantage of newObject() to 
C ← newObject(T)
Allocates a new object of type T in the primary memory of the current node. Returns a p-capability that references this object and contains access right OWN. 
deleteObject(C)
In the current node, deletes the object referenced by p-capability C. Requires access right OWN in C.
allocate an object in a remote node.
Execution in node M of protection primitive deleteObject(C) deletes the object G referenced by p-capability C. This p-capability should specify access right OWN, that is, it should include the password wM,OWN of type T that corresponds to this access right in node M. Execution is successful only if object G is contained in the primary memory of node M, that is, the node name field of p-capability C contains quantity M. This means that a process running in a given node cannot delete an object stored in the primary memory of a different node. The actions caused by the execution of this primitive are as follows:
Application key kA is used to convert the validation field V of p-capability C to plaintext (see Figure 2) . Let (GL, w) be the result of this conversion.
If quantity w does not match owner password wM,OWN, execution of deleteObject() terminates with failure; otherwise, Object G is deallocated from node M, and the primary memory area reserved for this object is made free.
Accessing an object
Let G = (N, GL) be an object of type T allocated in node N, where GL is the local object identifier, and let Ri be the generic operation defined by T. Furthermore, let C = (N, V) be a pcapability that references G. Execution of operation Ri on object G is made possible by protection primitive S ← operation(C, i). Execution returns the result S of Ri. Execution terminates successfully only if the password in C includes the access rights corresponding to Ri. Let us suppose that this primitive is issued in node M by a process of application A, and let kA be the key of this application. Execution of this primitive is as follows:
Node M uses application key kA to convert the validation field V of p-capability C to plaintext. Let (GL, w) be the result of this conversion.
Node M assembles a message m containing pair (GL, w). This message is sent to node N.
Node N extracts pair (GL, w) from message m. Quantity w is compared with the passwords associated with type T in node N. If no match is found, or the matching password does not grant the access rights that make it possible to execute operation Ri, a negative acknowledgement message is sent to node M, and execution of operation() terminates with failure; otherwise, Node N executes operation Ri on object G. Let S be the result of this operation.
Node N assembles a message m' including quantity S. This message is sent to node M.
Node M extracts quantity S from message m'. This quantity is returned to the caller.
Creating an object copy
Let G = (N, GL) be an object of type T allocated in node N, where GL is the local object identifier. Let C = (N, V) be a p-capability that references G and includes the COPY access right.
Execution in node M of protection primitive C' ← copyObject(C) allocates an object of type T in the primary memory of this node and returns a p-capability C' for the new object. This pcapability specifies access right OWN in terms of the password wM,OWN of type T in node M. The new object has the value of object G referenced by C. Let us suppose that this primitive is issued by a process of application A, and let kA be the key of this application. The actions caused by execution of this primitive are as follows:
Node M assembles a message m containing pair (GL, w). This message is sent to node N. Node M extracts the value of object G from message m' and reserves an area in its own primary memory for a new object of type T; the value of G is copied into this area.
Node M generates a new local object identifier G'L. Key kA is used to convert pair (G'L, wM,OWN) to ciphertext quantity V'. Node name M is paired with V' to obtain p-capability C' = (M, V'). This p-capability is returned to the caller.
P-capability reduction
Suppose that a process pA of application A holds a p-capability for object G of type T, and this p-capability includes the OWN access right. If pA transfers this p-capability to another process p'A of the same application, this process will be in a position to access G and perform all the operations defined by type T, including object deletion. Capability reduction is the action of transforming a p-capability with the OWN access right into a new p-capability with a reduced privilege. An action of this type will be possibly performed before transferring the p-capability to limit the access privilege of the recipient.
Let G = (N, GL) be an object of type T allocated in node N, where GL is the local object identifier. Let C = (N, V) be a p-capability that references G and specifies the OWN access right.
Execution of protection primitive C' ← reduce(C, i) returns a p-capability C' referencing object
G, defined in terms of the i-th password wN,i of type T in node N. Let us suppose that this primitive is issued in node M by a process of application A, and let kA be the key of this application. Execution of this primitive is as follows:
Node N extracts pair (GL, w) from message m. If quantity w does not match owner password wN,OWN, a negative acknowledgement message is sent to node M, and execution of reduce() terminates with failure; otherwise, Node N assembles a message m' containing pair (GL, wN,i). This message is sent to node
M.
Node M extracts pair (GL, wN,i) from message m', and uses application key kA to convert it to ciphertext quantity V'. Then, node name N is paired with V' to obtain p-capability C' = (N, V'). This p-capability is returned to the caller.
Inter-application p-capability conversion
Let pA and pB be processes of two different applications A and B, and let kA and kB be the keys of these applications. Suppose that pA holds p-capability C = (N, V); this p-capability is encrypted by using kA. Suppose also that pA grants C to pB, and pB tries to take advantage of C to access the object it references, for instance, by executing the operation() primitive. In the execution of this primitive on behalf of pB, C is converted to plaintext by using key kB instead of key kA that was used to generate this p-capability. Consequently, capability validation, as illustrated in Figure 2 and involved in the execution of operation(), is destined to fail.
In fact, transmission of a p-capability between processes of different applications must be preceded by an inter-application conversion of the p-capability, from the key of the granting process to the key of the recipient process. In the foregoing example, process pA should convert p-capability C from key kA to key kB before granting this capability to process pB. To this aim, pA executes the C' ← convert(C, app) protection primitive, where app is the name of the application of the recipient process (B, in our example). Execution of this primitive uses key kA to convert p-capability C to plaintext, first, and then uses the key of application app to convert the plaintext to ciphertext p-capability C', which is returned to the caller. Execution of this primitive is possible in node M only if the key of application app is stored in this node. This means that a process of app is being executed in M. The actions involved in the execution of convert() are as follows:
Application key kA is used to convert the validation field V of p-capability C = (N, V) to plaintext. Let (GL, w) be the result of this conversion.
The key of application app is used to convert pair (GL, w) to ciphertext quantity V'. Node name N is paired with V' to obtain p-capability C' = (N, V' ). This p-capability is returned to the caller.
It should be noted that the validity of the password of the original capability C is not checked. In fact, conversion of an invalid capability to a different key produces an invalid capability, which will be rejected at the first subsequent attempt to access the object it references.
DISCUSSION

Stealing p-capabilities
As seen in Section 1, a serious security problem of classical password capability environments is that of stolen password capabilities. This problem follows from the fact that the validity of a given password capability extends system-wide, and is independent of the process that generated that password capability. In our system, the validity of a p-capability is confined within the boundaries of an application. For instance, let us consider two processes pA and pB that are part of different applications A and B, respectively, and let kA and kB be the keys of these applications. Suppose that process pA holds p-capability C = (M, V); this p-capability is encrypted by using key kA. Suppose also that process pB steals C, and then tries to take advantage of this p-capability to access the object it references, for instance, by executing protection primitive operation(). Execution of this primitive uses the key kB of the application B of the issuing process pB to transform the validation field V of p-capability C from ciphertext to plaintext. Pair (GL, w) resulting from the transformation is sent to node M for validation. In fact, C was encrypted by using key kA and is decrypted by using key kB. Thus, quantity w is meaningless, and validation is destined to fail.
We wish to point out that the security mechanism illustrated above does not apply to processes of the same application, which are always considered mutually trustworthy. Furthermore, as seen in Section 3.5, protection primitive convert() allows the issuing process to convert a p-capability from the key of its own application to the key of a different application; however, this primitive cannot be used for a conversion in the opposite direction, from an arbitrary key to the key of the issuing process. In the previous example, process pB that stole p-capability C, encrypted by using key kA, cannot take advantage of convert() to translate this p-capability from key kA to its own key kB.
Forging p-capabilities
Let C and C' be p-capabilities that reference objects of the same type, and suppose that C' includes the owner password. Let pA be a process that holds both C and C', and suppose that pA tries to extract the owner password from the validation field of C' and insert it into the validation field of C. In fact, this illegitimate attempt to amplify the access rights is destined to fail. As stated in Section 2.1, the cipher used to transform a p-capability from plaintext to ciphertext guarantees a careful mixing of the bits of local object identifier and the password, so that in the validation field it is impossible to separate the two components.
Similarly, suppose that process pA tries to modify p-capability C to obtain a p-capability referencing a different object of the same type. To this aim, pA should replace the validation field of C to insert the local identifier of the other object. This a partial modification of the validation field, which is virtually impossible. Now suppose that process pA modifies p-capability C = (M, V) by replacing node name M with a different node name, say N. Let C' = (N, V) be the p-capability resulting from the modification. Process pA will try to take advantage of C' to access the object it references, by executing protection primitive operation(), for instance. In the first phase of the execution of this primitive, key kA of the application A of process pA is used to convert the validation field V' of p-capability C' to plaintext. Let (GL, w) be the result of this conversion, where GL is the local name of an object supposedly allocated in node N. Pair (GL, w) is sent to node N for validation.
However, w is a password of type T in node M, and the passwords depend on the node; consequently, no match will be found, and validation will fail.
Finally, suppose that process pA tries to forge a p-capability for a given object G from scratch. The validation field of this p-capability should be obtained by using key kA of application A to encrypt the local identifier of G and one of the passwords of the object type. In fact, the application key and the passwords are stored in reserved memory areas of the protection system, and process pA cannot access them. Suppose that pA resorts to using an arbitrary value for the validation field. Decryption of a p-capability forged in this way will produce a casual local object identifier and a casual password. Of course, validation of this p-capability is destined to fail.
Memory requirements
Our system associates passwords with object types, and reserves different sets of passwords for the same type in different nodes. In a given node, two or more objects of the same type share a single set of passwords. With respect to the classical password capability paradigm, which associates passwords with objects, significant savings follow in our approach in terms of memory space for password storage. This is especially true if the system should support a large number of small-sized objects [8] , as will be the case if we are aimed at exercising protection at a high level of granularity [13] , [26] .
We have obtained this important result by relying on the cryptographic form of p-capabilities in memory. In a classical password capability environment, passwords are stored in plaintext; of course, if objects could share the passwords, it would be possible to use the password of a given object to forge a password capability for a different object. Instead, in our environment, the validation field of a p-capability contains a local object identifier that is indissolubly linked to the password, cryptographically; as seen in the preceding Section 4.2, it is impossible to extract the password and use it to forge a p-capability for a different object.
It is worth remarking that, in a p-capability, the node name is not encrypted; the conversion process from plaintext pair (G, w) to the ciphertext C = (M, V) does not modify quantity M (see Figure 2 ). It follows that the two components, the node name and the validation field, do not need to be stored in contiguous memory locations. Furthermore, a process that holds two or more p-capabilities for objects allocated in the same node may well maintain a single copy of the node name. The process will reconstruct the association of the node name with the validation field of a given p-capability before using this p-capability, to transmit the p-capability to another process or to execute a protection primitive, for instance.
P-capability revocation
In our system, for the given object type, the revocation of access permissions can be obtained at the node level by changing the passwords. If we change the i-th password wM,i associated with type T in node M, we revoke all the p-capabilities expressed in terms of this password, irrespectively of the nodes where these p-capabilities are stored (it will be no longer possible to use them for object access). Revocation extends to the p-capabilities for all the objects of type T allocated in node M, but it does not affect the p-capabilities for the objects of type T allocated in the other nodes.
Despite its simplicity, this revocation mechanism results to possess a number of interesting properties. Revocation is [9] :
• Transitive, that is, if a process transmits a p-capability to other processes, and these in turn grant the p-capability to subsequent recipients, in the same node or in different nodes, the effects of the revocation propagate across the network to all the copies of the original p-capability, recursively, at any transition depth. Indeed, if a password is changed, all the pcapabilities expressed in terms of that password are invalidated, independently of the present network location of these p-capabilities.
• Temporal, that is, the effects of the revocation can be reversed through the same mechanism as for revocation. By returning a given password to its original value, we restore the validity of all the p-capabilities expressed in terms of that password, which were invalidated by the password change.
• Immediate, that is, a process that holds a p-capability expressed in terms of a given password cannot take advantage of this p-capability to access the object it references, past the time when the password is changed.
Let us suppose that, in node M, process pA of application A holds p-capability C expressed in terms of password wM,i of type T. C is encrypted by using key kA of application A. Let us now suppose that pA takes advantage of protection primitive convert() to transform C into a p-capability C' encrypted by using the key of a different application, say key kB. The conversion does not change the password (see Section 3.5). It follows that, if we replace password wM,i, C' is invalidated, too. Indeed, the effects of the revocation are independent of the application.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
With reference to a distributed system consisting of nodes connected by a local area network, we have considered the security problems related to the representation and administration (distribution, verification, review and revocation) of the access rights to protected objects. We revisited the classical password capability paradigm to introduce a new paradigm relying on symmetric-key cryptography to represent p-capabilities in memory. In this paradigm:
• A set of passwords is associated with each object type. Each password corresponds to an access permission expressed in terms of one or more access rights. Passwords are specific to the node; different set of passwords are associated with the same given type in different nodes.
• P-capabilities are never stored in memory in plaintext. Instead, a cryptographic key is associated with each application, and is used to encrypt the p-capabilities for the objects allocated by the processes of that application.
• A small set of protection primitives forms the interface of the protection system to user processes. These primitives allow processes to allocate and delete objects in memory, to create copies of the existing objects, and to access the objects and execute the corresponding operations, as are defined by the object types. Two primitives make it possible to transform a p-capability, to reduce the access rights it contains, and to change the application key used to encrypt that p-capability in view of transferring the p-capability to a process of a different application.
We have obtained the following results:
• A process that steals a p-capability from another process of a different application cannot take advantage of this p-capability for object reference. Essentially, this is a consequence of the cryptographic form of p-capabilities in memory: the encryption key is applicationspecific, and a p-capability loses its validity outside the boundaries of its own application.
In contrast, in classical password capability environments, the validity of password capabilities extends system-wide, and a process that steals a password capability is free to use this password capability to access the object it references.
• The cryptographic form of p-capabilities in memory guarantees that, in a given p-capability, it is impossible to separate the part corresponding to the local object identifier from the part corresponding to the password. This prevents attempts to modify an existing p-capability to insert the identifier of a different object, or to amplify the access rights it contains.
Any such attempt is destined to produce an invalid p-capability whose utilization for object access is destined to fail.
• Two or more objects of the same type, allocated in the same node, share the same set of passwords. Significant savings follow in terms of memory space with respect to the classical password capability paradigm that associates passwords with objects. This is especially true if the average object size is small, as is the case if we are aimed at exercising protection at a high level of granularity.
• By taking advantage of the possibility to change the passwords, we can implement forms of review and revocation of access permissions. If we replace a given password, we revoke all p-capabilities defined in terms of that password, irrespectively of the nodes where these p-capabilities are stored. This revocation mechanism results to be transitive, temporal and immediate.
Application of cryptographic techniques in the implementation of forms of protected pointers is certainly not a new idea [5] , [23] . In [16] , protection is exerted at the level of the memory segments. In this proposal, a segment pointer specifies an access privilege in terms of the identifier of a segment and a set of access rights for this segment. Segment pointers are always stored in memory in ciphertext. Inside the processor, a set of segment registers are reserved for storage of segment pointers in plaintext. A segment pointer referencing a given segment can be effectively used to access an information item in that segment only after it has been converted to plaintext and it has been loaded into a segment register. The protection primitives are designed to be implemented at the hardware level as machine instructions, with partial support at the software level, e.g. for memory management. In a subsequent proposal [17] , the basic unit of protection is the single memory page within the framework of a single-processor architecture supporting a form of segmentation with paging. The protection system makes it possible to define protection contexts defined in terms of collection of access rights for the pages that form a segment. A protected pointer, called a handle, specifies an access privilege in terms of one or more protection contexts for the same given segment. Handles are always stored in the primary memory in ciphertext, and are converted to plaintext for memory reference. The implementation of the protection system relies on ad-hoc hardware in the processor and the memory management system. Special handle registers are deputed to storage of handles in plaintext. The address translation circuitry includes hardware support for access right verification.
In contrast, in this paper we have considered a distributed system whose nodes include no special hardware for p-capability processing. Each node is required to support the two usual processor modes, kernel and user, and a separation between the kernel space and the user spaces. The protection primitives are designed to be implemented as kernel routines; cryptographic keys and passwords are stored in the kernel space.
Our proposal is aimed at demonstrating that a careful redesign of the password capability paradigm allows us to preserve all the advantages concerning simplicity in access right representation and administration that characterize the classical paradigm, in a distributed environment, while keeping the memory requirements for password storage low, and solving the problems connected with password capability stealing and forging.
